
  

 

Exclusive decorative glass

Base product: float glass to EN 572 1-2.

Description and performance: one side of the
plate is chemically and permanently etched so that
it partially screens vision whilst allowing light
through. Its texture is pleasantly touch-sensitive, thin
brilliant lines mark the satin surface.
Exceptional fingerprint resistance and easy to clean.

Applications: 
Internal: doors, partitions walls, furniture, shower
screens etc.
External: façodes, parapets, shelters etc.

Sheet size: 2250/2400 x 3210 mm
(useful: 2210/2360 x 3170 mm) - Art. 401238
Pattern length: 3210/2400 mm

Thicknesses: monolithic float glass
4/5/6/8/10/12 mm.
Colours: extraclear, clear, bronze, grey, green.
blue, rose.
Availability of standard colours/thicknesses is
subiect to change. Please verify when ordering.
Bold type indicates the type of glass in stock.

Weight: 2.5 kg/m2 per millimetre of thickness.

Compatible processing: all mechanical and
thermal processes compatible with the base
material: cutting, grinding, bevelling, drilling,
laminating, toughening, bending, double glazing,
painting, enamelling etc.

Cleaning: care must be taken when installing the
glass not to get putty, resin, sealants. etc., on the
treated side. Each of these substances requires a
specific solvent for removing traces from glass. 
For routine maintenance, use water and/or any of the
commonly marketed glass detergents Dry immediately 
with a clean cloth, preferably micro-fibre.
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Colours and finishings in the photographs may look slightly different from those of the real products: we 
recommend that customers examine sample glass before choosing products.
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Defect acceptance limits: for all defects coming
from float glass production: as per UNI EN
572.2 For all defects coming from the chemical
processing:

Defect size/mm Max no/sheet average per 
20 mq

>0,6 e > 1,5 3 5

>1,5 e > 3,0 1 2

>3,0 e > 9,0 only with customer
acceptance

only with customer
acceptance

Longitudinal pattern deviation tolerance 1 mm/ 1 m.


